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Opinion

1. Preliminary

[1.1] In May 2008 the Indonesian government introduced a bill to regulate electronic information and 

transactions. This is Bill 11 IET, on Information and Electronic Transactions.  This was enacted into law by 

Law No. 11 of 2008 on Information and Electronic Transactions. Article 27(3) prohibits the distribution, 

transmission and/or enabling of access to ‘insulting or defamatory’ materials stored electronically. Read 

together with Article 45(1), a new crime of defamation on the internet has now been created. The offence 

is punishable with imprisonment for not more than 6 years and/or a fine of 1 billion rupiah. Defamation 

was already a criminal offence under Chapter XVI of the Indonesian Penal Code (KUHP) attracting a 

penalty of imprisonment and/or fines. 

[1.2] Article 27(3), Law No. 11 year 2008 is now being challenged in Indonesia’s Constitutional Court for 

infringing the Indonesian Constitution. These submissions support that challenge.  The petitioners have 

requested me to provide this opinion on the Australian law relating to criminal and civil defamation and 

regulation of the internet. 

2. Constitutional Framework & Protection of Political Speech in Australia

[2.1] Political speech in Australia is protected by the constitution. In Lange  v Australian Broadcasting 

Corporation [1997] HCA 25; (1997) 189 CLR 520 (8 July 1997) [ http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/

sinodisp/au/cases/cth/HCA/1997/25.html?query=%5ELange ] the High Court of Australia held that there is 

to be derived from the text and structure of the Australian Constitution a ‘freedom of communication 

between the people concerning political or government matters which enables the people to exercise a 

free and informed choice as electors’.  This implied freedom operates as a restriction on legislative and 

executive power - federal and state. The Court stated that the common law of defamation should be 

developed to conform with the constitutional freedom of political communication and provide a defence 

of qualified privilege to a defamation action involving political material where the conduct of the 

publisher was reasonable and not actuated by malice. 

[2.2] It is now in this context that the various commonwealth, state and territory laws are to be 

considered. Because of the federal character of the constitution, most regulation of the electronic and 

print media is state and territory based [e.g. Civil and criminal defamation etc.] whereas the electronic 

media is also regulated by the Commonwealth under the constitutional power over broadcasting.
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[2.3]  Australia generally enjoys a degree freedom of the press and media which makes it one of the 

world’s leading democracies.  There is a robust tradition of freedom of publication regarding which 

Australian journalists can take great pride.  That is not to say that many Australians are content with 

present state of the law as it affects free speech and publication and persistent demands for reform are 

made of Australian governments in all areas. 

3. Criminal Defamation

[3.1] Criminal defamation remains on the statute books in all Australian jurisdictions, but for all 

practical purposes it is a dead letter.  The only recent example of an attempt to institute such 

proceedings against a media organisation ended in an unequivocal rebuff from the Supreme Court of the 

Australian Capital Territory: Byrnes v Barry & John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd [2003] ACTSC 54  (9 July 

2003)  http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/sinodisp/au/cases/act/ACTSC/2003/54.html?

query=title(%222003%20ACTSC%2054%22). Higgins CJ analysed the history of the offence and said that the 

institution of criminal proceedings for criminal defamation would be a ‘rare and unusual step’.     

[3.2] Mr Byrnes had earlier endeavoured to persuade the independent Director of Public Prosecutions in 

NSW to institute proceedings against the Sydney Morning Herald. On 18 September 2002, the DPP, Mr 

Nicholas Cowdery QC, stating: -

Criminal defamation has always been considered an offence that ought to be prosecuted only in the most 

exceptional circumstances.  Fundamental to any such prosecution is the requirement that publication of 

the material alleged to be defamatory can be shown to be inimical to the public welfare.  I cannot find in 

this case the element of public interest required for a prosecution.  Any redress which your client may 

have in respect of damage to his reputation should be found in the civil law and any concerns which Mr 

Byrnes has for his welfare or that of his family or property should be reported to Police. [Higgins CJ 

judgment para 32]

That observation was, with respect, a proper statement of the public policy approach of the judges and 

public prosecutors regarding criminal defamation. 

[3.3] Steytler J of the WA Supreme Court explained the reluctance of the Courts to permit criminal 

defamation proceedings in Nicholas Ni Kok Chin & Ors v "S" (A Child) & Ors [1998] WASC 144 (14 May 

1998):

It seems to me, in any event, so far as the offence of criminal defamation is concerned, that courts 

should be slow to give leave to bring private prosecutions in respect of that offence. It is, to some 

extent, a relic of prior times. Thus, in Gleaves v Deakin [1980] AC 477 Lord Diplock, at 482-3, said:

"The original justification for the emergence of the common law offence of defamatory libel in a more 

primitive age was the prevention of disorder ... The reason for creating the offence was to provide the 

victim with the means of securing the punishment of his defamer by peaceful process of the law instead 

of resorting to personal violence to obtain revenge. But risk of provoking breaches of the peace has 

ceased to be an essential element in the criminal offence of defamatory libel; and the civil action for 

damages for libel and an injunction provides protection for the reputation of the private citizen without 

necessity for any interference by public authority with the alleged defamer's right to freedom of 

expression."
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So far as I am aware, public authority, in the form of the Director of Public Prosecutions or, previously, 

the Solicitor General, and the police has, in this State, had little, if any, resort to prosecutions for the 

offence of  criminal defamation  perhaps because public prosecutors, unlike private prosecutors, take 

into account the question whether the public interest would be served by the bringing of this kind of 

prosecution. In doing so they would, no doubt, bear in mind the need to strike a balance between the 

need to bring to book those who criminally defame others (bearing in mind that the person defamed will 

ordinarily have a civil remedy) and the public interest in not discouraging members of the public from 

lodging complaints of criminal conduct against others for fear that they will, if an ensuing prosecution 

should fail, themselves be made the subject of a criminal prosecution arising out of the making of the 

complaint.

[3.3] The combined attitude of judges and independent prosecutors to the crime of defamation has 

been such for so many years that the crime has no real practical relevance for the press and media in 

Australia.  As Steytler J of the WA Supreme Court observed - correctly it is suggested - in Australia, 

criminal defamation is a relic of prior times. It is unlikely that it will ever be revived. 

4. Civil Defamation & Related Actions

[4.1] While criminal defamation is now - for practical purposes - a dead letter in Australia, and 

reporesents no threat to free speech and the right to publish,  civil defamation remains available to 

Australians who have been defamed by the media.   However, a new ‘harmonised’ civil defamation law has 

been introduced throughout Australia.  It has had dramatic impact upon defamation suits - each of the 

States and territories has adopted identical laws because defamation is still a state matter under our 

constitution.  

The Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) states that its object is:

(a) to enact provisions to promote uniform laws of defamation in Australia, and

(b) to ensure that the law of defamation does not place unreasonable limits on freedom of expression 

and, in particular, on the publication and discussion of matters of public interest and importance, and

(c) to provide effective and fair remedies for persons whose reputations are harmed by the publication of 

defamatory matter, and

(d) to promote speedy and non-litigious methods of resolving disputes about the publication of 

defamatory matter.

[4.2] The new law introduces are key reforms which have long been considered vital, including 

strengthening the common law defence of simple substantial truth, excluding most corporations from 

suing in defamation, a reduction in, and cap on, the amount of compensation that can be 

awarded, and reducing the limitation period to (mostly) 1 year (previously plaintiffs had 6 years). Uniform 

laws will also end ‘forum shopping’ between Australian courts. 

[4.3] The Act introduces a uniform ‘offer of amends’ procedure whereby defendants can voluntarily 

make an ‘offer of amends’ in a timely fashion to settle the whole or part of a complaint. The rejection of 
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a reasonable offer of amends provides a publisher with a defence to any defamation claim.  If an 

unsuccessful party unreasonably failed to make or accept an offer of amends, the party can be ordered to 

pay indemnity costs to the other party.  A published apology does not constitute an admission of fault or 

liability.  This procedure has taken much of the ‘sting’ out of the former defamation law and permits a 

speedy apology - if one is merited - to put an effective end to any litigation. 

[4.4] The Australian Press Council reports that it appears that the number of new civil defamation 

actions has decreased significantly since the commencement of the harmonised Defamation Acts. The 

Press Council (www.presscouncil.org.au) in its recent report on free speech issues states:

‘The Herald and Weekly Times has received NO writs in relation to material published after 

commencement of the uniform legislation, but has received three notices of concern, which were 

settled. Fairfax Media has received one writ in the 18 months to July 2007 against its Melbourne 

masthead, The Age, and six statements of claim, five relating to material published after the 

commencement of the uniform defamation legislation, against its Sydney newspapers, The Sydney 

Morning Herald and The Sun Herald.’

This will be a significant development for free speech if these figures hold over time. 

[4.5] The Press Council also noted some recent attempts to circumvent new defamation laws by using 

other causes of action. A notorious Australian businessman launched an action that claimed that a 

newspaper article was ‘misleading and deceptive’ and therefore a breach of the Trade Practices Act. The 

court rejected that contention and dismissed the matter. In another recent case, a major retailer used the 

same Trade Practices law to commence an action against a think tank which had produced a report 

condemning it (and others) for ‘sexualising’ teenage girls in advertising. After some controversy and 

debate about this ‘novel’ legal tactic, the case was withdrawn. 

[4.6] The place of publication of a defamation on the internet was considered by the High Court in  

Dow Jones and Company Inc v Gutnick [2002] HCA 56; 210 CLR 575 (10 December 2002) [http://

www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/sinodisp/au/cases/cth/HCA/2002/56.html?query=HCA%201997%2025%20or

%201997%20HCA%2025] . The Court held that the ordinary law of defamation applied to the publication at 

the location where that publication was viewed - in this case the electronic publication originated in the 

US but was viewed in Australia. The High Court was rather dismissive of the  suggestion that this would 

lead to significant problems for the publisher stating:

 

Finally, ... the spectre which Dow Jones sought to conjure up in the present appeal, of a publisher forced 

to consider every article it publishes on the World Wide Web against the defamation laws of every 

country from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe is seen to be unreal when it is recalled that in all except the most 

unusual of cases, identifying the person about whom material is to be published will readily identify the 

defamation law to which that person may resort. [para 54]

With respect, this is an observation which may yet prove to understate somewhat the potential problems.
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5. Internet Regulation

[5.1] In Australia, the Broadcasting Services Act (1992) regulates certain of the content an uses of the 

internet. The objects of the Act include the provision of  means for addressing complaints about certain 

Internet content; the restriction of access to certain Internet content that is likely to cause offence to a 

reasonable adult; and the protection of children from exposure to Internet content that is unsuitable for 

children (Section 3).

[5.2] Online content that includes real depictions of actual sexual activity, child pornography, depictions 

of bestiality, material containing excessive violence or sexual violence, detailed instruction in crime, 

violence or drug use, and/or material that advocates the doing of a terrorist act can be the subject of a 

complaint to the regulatory body, the Australian Communications and Media Authority [‘ACMA’].  If the 

content is hosted in, or provided from Australia and is prohibited, or is likely to be prohibited, ACMA can 

direct the content service provider to remove or prevent access to the content from their service. If the 

content is also sufficiently serious (for example, illegal material such as child pornography), ACMA may 

refer the material to the appropriate law enforcement agency. 

[5.3] The present complaints based system is due to be supplemented by an ‘internet filtering’ proposal 

which has created significant public controversy.  On February 11, 2009, the Minister for Broadband, 

Communications and the Digital Economy, Senator Stephen Conroy announced the first phase of the 

Government's Internet Service Provider (ISP) Filtering Live Pilot with an initial six ISPs.  

[5.4] Critics have leveled numerous charges against the proposal including that the filtering systems will 

be easily circumvented using readily available software, that the censors maintaining the ‘blacklist’ will 

never be able to keep up with massive volume of new content published on the web, and that filters are 

often not effective, and are easy to bypass. They say that entire sites such as YouTube and Wikipedia 

could be blocked over a single video or article. [For examples of some of these problems see: ‘Google’s 

Gatekeepers’ by Professor Jeffrey Rosen, New York Times, November 30th 2008 (http://

www.nytimes.com/2008/11/30/magazine/30google-t.html)]  A very comprehensive and timely essay on 

the current Australian proposal for internet ‘filtering’ is  Filtering in Oz: Australia's Foray Into Internet 

Censorship by Derek E. Bambauer  [Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1319466]

[5.5]  It remains to be seen how successful the trial will be and if so, the shape of any legislation which 

will impose filtering requirements on ISPs. 

6. Conclusion

[6.1] This brief summary of the Australian legal framework with respect to civil and criminal defamation 

and regulation of the internet demonstrates that nothing in Australian law creates a criminal offence of 

the kind now created in the law of Indonesia. Whereas the publication of ‘defamatory’ materials  - 
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whether electronically or by other means - may attract the sanction of the civil law and an aggrieved 

party may sue for civil damages, there is no crime so potentially far reaching or open to abuse as the 

crime of  publishing ‘insulting’ materials  (electronically or otherwise) in the Australian legal system. As 

pointed out above, the civil law of defamation provides robust defences for publishers/media outlets and 

these have been significantly enhanced with the recent harmonised law.

[6.2] It is respectfully submitted that the Indonesian law under challenge is out of step with the legal 

developments  concerning these areas of law in Australia. No system of governance which proposes to 

embody democratic values could countenance such a law. The idea of an offence of ‘insulting’ or 

defaming’ another person giving rise to a criminal trial, and the possibility of imprisonment and fines 

[Article 27(3)] can sensibly co-exist with the values of a democratic polity. The ‘chilling effect’ of such a 

law needs no elaboration. The Constitutional Court of respectfully requested to strike down this draconian  

law.
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